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Abstract: The gene effect for morphological traits was studied in four sets of crosses involving six parents
through generation mean analysis. The mean data of six populations (both parents, F1, BC1, BC2 and F2) were
subjected to joint scaling test. In the presence of epistasis, six parameter models were used to detect all types
of gene actions. The complex genetic behavior was seen for majority mention traits. Presence of epistatic effect
were shown for plant height, root length, number of secondary roots, leaf area on main stem, leaf area on
branches and number of seeds per pod in all crosses, except in cross 6601 x VC 1560D for root length, in cross
NM92 x Local mung for number of secondary roots; in crosses L24 – 2 x Local mung and ML-5 x NM92 for
number of seeds per pod epistasis was absent. The joint scaling test was found adequate for average petiole
length of leaf. The duplicate type of non-allelic interactions were found for root length and number of
secondary roots in cross ML-5 x NM92, for plant height in all the crosses, except in cross ML-5 x N92, for main
stem leaf area in all crosses, for leaf area on branches in all crosses except N92 x Local mung and for number
of seeds per pod in cross NM92 x Local mung only. The complementary type of non-allelic gene interaction was
found for root length in cross NM92 x Local mung, for number of secondary roots in cross L24-2 x Local mung
and number of seed per pod in cross 6001 x VC 1560D. The predominant additive component of genetic
variation was found in cross NM92 x Local mung for plant height, root length and main stem leaf area; in cross
ML-5 x NM92  for  number  of  secondary  roots;  and  in  cross  6601  x  VC1560D  for  leaf  area  on  branches.
The selection for the traits controlled by predominant additive component is recommended in early segregating
generation while in majority crosses selection should be deferred to later generation. 
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INTRODUCTION yield and measures the economic productivity in

Mungbean  is  one of the important pulse crops in possible without bringing genetic variation in
Pakistan as well as in other Asian countries and being morphological characters of a plant. In breeding program
cultivated on marginal land with scanty soil moisture for if estimate of additive, dominant and epistatic components
centuries. Being proteinaceous diet, albumin and globulin of variability are available, the breeder can then predict
are the main storage proteins present in mungbean seeds probabilities of obtaining lines for superior desirable
up to 25% and 60% of the total mungbean proteins, characters.   If   the  presence   of   gene   interaction   is
respectively [1]. Green gram is nutritionally so important over-sighted, one would not only loose the information
that 100g of seeds produces 300kcal energy [2] and as about the implication of epistasis, but would also obtain
compared to other legumes, the mungbean is easier to biased estimates of additive and dominant component of
digest [3]. Keeping in view the importance of this crop the genetic variation and would lead to faulty breeding
study of morphological traits are much important as its procedure [4]. The information regarding interaction
inheritance is much complex and provide base for seed among   genes   for  morphological  characters  is  limited.

mungbean. Improvement in mungbean crop is not
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Therefore, in the present study gene interaction was presence  of  epistasis  of  gene  for  all   the   characters.
estimated for morphological characters in mungbean crop
by using generation mean analysis. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Three local (Local mung, NM92 and 6601) and three
exotic (L24-2, ML-5 and VC 1560D) mungbean genotypes
were    crossed    in    the    following    four   sets of
combinations according to the new crossing techniques
of Khattak et al. [5] for estimate of genetic variation
through generation mean analysis. The crop was sown in
summer season i. e. on 1  March 2013 and was harvestedst

on 14  June 2013. Experiential crop was irrigated threeth

times. The 1  irrigation was given at initiation of flowering,st

while the second at pod filling and the third at initiation of
pod maturity. Insecticide lambda cyhalothrine was spread
at seedling and flowering stages for sucking insects at the
rate of 400 ml dissolve and 80 liters per acre. 

S.No. Cross Combination
1. L24-2 x Local mung
2. ML-5 x NM92
3. NM92 x Local mung
4. 6601 x VC1560D

The basic population of each cross viz; two parents, effects in the inheritance of plant height in mungbean
their F , F  and back crosses (BC  and BC ) were planted have also been reported by Singh and Singh [8], Ram [9],1 2 1 2

in Randomized Complete Block Design with three Khattak et al. [10], Khattak et al. [11] and Khattak et al.
replication during summer 2013 at the Experimental [12].
Research Fields of Nuclear Institute for Food and The chi-square values were found significant in all
Agriculture (NIFA) Tarnab, Peshawar. The parents F  and crosses,  except 6601  x  VC   1560D,  indicating  presence1

back crosses were sown in two rows each, F  in twenty of    epistasis  for  root  length  per   plant   at   maturity.2

rows with row length 4 meter. Row to row and plant to The significant and opposite signs values of h and l in
plant distance was kept 30 and 10 cm, respectively and cross ML-5 x NM92 indicated duplicate type of non-allelic
data were recorded on: gene interaction for inheritance of root length per plant at

Plant height (cm) and l in cross NM92 x Local mung showed complementary
Root length (cm) type of non-allelic gene interaction in the inheritance of
Number of secondary roots/ plant at maturity. root length. In crosses L24-2 x Local mung and ML-5 x
Average petiole length (cm) leaf on main stem. NM92 the significant and positive values of d and
Average petiole length (cm) leaf on branches. negative values of i indicated that negative allele were
Average leaf area (cm) on main stem. dispersed in the parents involved in the cross, so the
Average leaf area (cm) on branches. selection of this trait should be delayed to latter
number of seeds pod generation. The significant and positive values of d and1

Data for all these parameters were recorded on 30 role of additive component for the inheritance of this trait.
plants of parent F1 and back cross and 300 plants from F2. The improvement in the root length in mungbean could
The joint scaling test [6] was used to detect absence or easily be exploited due to predominant gene action of the

In presence of epistasis the estimation of additive (d),
dominant (h) and non-allelic components (i, j and l) of
generation mean were calculated by using six parameters
model of Hayman [7]. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimate of joint scaling test and magnitudes of
components of genetic variation for morphological
characters in mungbean crosses are presented in Table 1.

The estimates of chi-square values for plant height in
all four crosses, was found significant indicating presence
of non-allelic gene interaction. The significant and
positive values of d and negative values of i in crosses
L24-2 x Local mung and ML-5 x NM92 indicated that
selection should be deferred to later generations when
desirable segregates become available. The significant
and positive values of d and i in cross NM92 x Local
mung indicates predominant role of additive component
of variation for plant height. The significant and opposite
values of h and l in crosses L24-2 x Local mung, NM92 x
Local mung and 6601 x VC 1560D showed involvement of
the duplicate types of non-allelic gene interaction in the
inheritance of plant height. The involvement of non-allelic
gene interaction along with additive and dominance gene

maturity. Similarly the significant and positive values of h

i in cross NM92 x Local mung revealed the predominant
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Table 1: Estimate of gene effects for some morphological characters in Mungbean crosses

Character Cross m d H i j l x Type of non-allelic interaction2

Plant height (cm). L24-2 × Local mung 52.40* 6.60* -16.55* -40.4* 11.45* 127.5* 23.2656* Duplicate
ML-5 × NM92 35.30* 27.30* 1.95 -13.4* 21.65* 60.1* 58.1323* Complementary
NM92 × Local mung 34.70* 14.60* 48.35* 42.4* 32.95* -25.1* 65.8577* Duplicate
6601 × VC 1560D 34.30* 1.00 34.70* 30* -0.3 -6.6* 15.0886* Duplicate

Root length (cm) L24-2 × Local mung 14.90* 4.30* -1.85 -3* 4.45* 17.3* 12.0620* Duplicate
at maturity. ML-5 × NM92 14.80* 10.40* -4.55* -8* 7.25* 12.3* 28.1045* Duplicate

NM92 × Local mung 13.70* 2.70* 13.10* 7.8* 6.4* 5.4* 23.8880* Complementary
6601 × VC 1560D 16.03* 1.16 -0.37 - - - 0.7796 -

Number of secondary L24-2 × Local mung 11.00* 2.70* 2.95* -1.4 2.35* 11.3* 8.8924* Complementary
roots per plant at ML-5 × NM92 7.30* 6.30* 11.30* 8.6* 6* -11.8* 194767* Duplicate
maturity. NM92 × Local mung 9.93* 0.42 -1.41 - - - 5.0873 -

6601 × VC 1560D 7.50* -1.30 9.25* 8.6* 0.05 -7.3* 8.5614* Duplicate

Average petiole length L24-2 × Local mung 10.23* 2.19* 4.15* - - - 1.4613 -
(cm) on main stem. ML-5 × NM92 9.63* -2.76* 0.50 - - - 5.2559 -

NM92 × Local mung 8.43* 1.56 2.41* 0.76 3.695* 1.87 12.6823* -
6601 × VC 1560D 10.81* 0.62 -0.81 - - - 1.1408 -

Average petiole length L24-2 × Local mung 11.73* 1.01 2.60* - - - 2.9497 -
(cm) on branches. ML-5 × NM92 9.64* -2.32* 2.18* - - - 6.1291 -

NM92 × Local mung 11.44* 1.74 -3.91* -2.36* 2.9* -7.02* 13.2728* -
6601 × VC 1560D 12.50* 0.32 -0.28 - - - 0.1678 -

Average leaf area (cm) L24-2 × Local mung 75.88* -11.71* -5.54* -51.6* 8.08* 168.2* 156.5345* Duplicate
on main stem. ML-5 × NM92 94.35* 34.17* -126.45* -123* 28.81* 219.7* 99.8918* Duplicate

NM92 × Local mung 85.48* 51.81* 40.56* 22.22* 61.57* -50* 101.7720* Duplicate
6601 × VC 1560D 96.13* -7.35* 133.02* 141.4* 17.02* -217* 44.5838* Duplicate

Average leaf area (cm) L24-2 × Local mung 72.90* -42.52* -54.66* -67.2* -11.5* 128.8* 24.3157* Duplicate
on branches. ML-5 × NM92 84.86* 35.36* -96.40* -119* 32.63* 167.8* 124.2882* Duplicate

NM92 × Local mung 102.98* 40.41* -1.92 -13.1* 54.81* -86.1* 21.2912* -
6601 × VC 1560D 81.64* 14.78* 148.26* 134.8* 25.33* -194* 17.2893* Duplicate

Number of seeds L24-2 × Local mung 9.77* -0.03 -0.23* - - - 4.5242 -
per pod ML-5 × NM92 8.45* 0.40 0.52 - - - 0.3069 -

NM92 × Local mung 8.30* 0.10 6.20* 6.6* -0.2 -14.4* 8.2727* Duplicate
6601 × VC 1560D 8.00* 0.60 2.15* 0.8 0.25 3.3* 8.2225* Complementary

additive genetic component. Based on the existing during early segregating generation. Eastham et al. [13]
literature on mungbean the inheritance of aforementioned reported that water stress resulted in a reduced growth
character was reported for the first time in mungbean crop. rate and a lower total accumulative growth in wheat crop.

The estimate of joint scaling test was non-significant As the entrance of water from soil into the roots of plant
in cross NM92 x Local mung for number of secondary is through root hairs present on root branches, therefore
roots per plant at maturity, indicating absence of more number of secondary roots would allow more uptake
epistasis, whereas in other three crosses the chi-square of   water   by  plant  and  greater  growth  would  result.
values were found significant, indicating presence of The genetic component particularly additive effect could
epistasis. The significant and positive values of h and l in be exploited for the selection of this trait in early
cross L24-2 x Local mung, indicated complementary type segregating generation.
of gene action for number of secondary roots per plant. The chi-square values in all crosses were found non-
The significant and opposite signs values of h and l in significant for average petiole length of leaf on main stem
cross   ML-5   x   NM92,   indicated  duplicate  type  of indicated adequacy of joint scaling test except NM92 x
non-allelic gene interaction in the inheritance of this trait. Local mung where it was significant. Similarly, except
The significant and positive values of d and i in cross NM92 x Local mung the chi-square values were found
ML-5 x NM92 indicated predominant role of additive non-significant for the remaining three crosses indicating
component for the inheritance of this trait. This additive presence of additive dominance model of inheritance for
effect could be exploited for the improvement of this trait average petiole length of leaf on branches. In cross NM92
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x Local mung the chi-square value was significant branches. So it seems that this trait could be exploited for
indicating presence of non-allelic gene interaction for the the improvement of this crop. Significant epistatic gene
same trait. effects have also been noticed by Malik et al. [15] for area

Additive, dominant and non-allelic interactions were of the first two leaves in Mungbean. 
found significant in all four crosses for the inheritance of In crosses L24-2 x Local mung and ML-5 x NM92 for
average leaf area both on main stem and branches number of seeds per pod there was nothing behind
respectively. The significant and opposite values of h and epistasis. While for the other two crosses NM92 x Local
l indicated duplicate type of non-allelic gene interaction mung and 6601 x VC 1560D the chi-square (x ) values were
role for the inheritance of this trait on stem in all the four significant indicated presence of non-allelic gene
crosses. The significant but positive value of d and interaction. In the presence of epistasis the significant
negative value of i for leaf area on main stem indicated opposite sign value of (h) and (i) in cross NM92 x Local
that negative alleles has been dispersed in the parents mung and significant similar sign values of (h) and (l) in
involved in the cross ML-5 x NM92 which were needed to cross 6601 x VC 1560D showed duplicate and
delay the selection of this trait to latter generations when complimentary  type  of  gene  interaction,  respectively.
desirable segregates become available. In cross NM92 x As a whole the inheritance of this trait is of much complex
Local mung the significant and positive values of d and i behavior. Similarly, the complimentary type of non-allelic
indicated predominant gene action role of the additive interactions for seed yield per plant in two mung bean
component in the inheritance of average leaf are on main crosses has also been reported by Khattak et al. [16].
stem. The improvement in this trait could easily be
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